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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 

This chapter presented the conclusion and suggestion of this 

research. The conclusion was built by the researcher by using 

research data result in the several form such as interview, 

observation, documentation and arranged from the research 

question. The suggestion part is presented in order to giving several 

ideas to English teacher and students that related with enhance 

teaching and learning process. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the research findings, the researcher creates 

several conclusions, as follows. 

1. The Most Accessed Instagram Accounts and Contents 

by Students to Enhance Listening Skills at SMA 1 

Gebog Kudus. 

a. Instagram accounts that mostly accessed by 

students of SMA 1 Gebog to enhance their 

listening skills. 

Most of students that interviewed showing 

their interest into an artist, gamers, singer, celebrity, 

idol, educator and several of them are foreigners. In 

other side, one of students also following some 

public figures or influencers but not a foreigners, just 

local influencers or public figures. The accounts that 

followed by the students that related with English 

such as Selena Gomez, Mobazens, Aaron English, 

and others, makes the students interact with English 

through their activity in Instagram. Some students 

obtained new knowledge and even as a source about 

listening when interacting with several accounts and 

contents.  

b. Instagram contents that mostly accessed by 

students of SMA 1 Gebog to enhance their 

listening skills.  

The contents that mostly accessed by 

interviewed students most of them are videos and 

pictures contents from reels and story features. The 

contents that mostly accessed by the students are 
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following their interest such as contents about sports, 

music, games, and education. It means the contents 

especially videos or pictures with any kind of themes 

such song from Selena Gomez, games from 

Mobazens, Education from Aaron English, and so 

on, become the content that makes students’ listening 

skill develop. The kinds of content that mostly 

students access to enhance their listening skill 

depend on the students’ interest. They will access to 

any contents as long as they are related with English 

especially listening. 

 

2. The Students’ Perception in Using Social Media 

Instagram Contents to Enhance Their Listening Skills. 

The students’ perception about Instagram content to 

enhance their listening skills is quite positive. Some 

students are ever using Instagram content as their 

listening media and the rest, even they have not yet used 

Instagram as their listening learning media. They agree if 

Instagram is used as a media in listening learning. All of 

the students obtained new knowledge about English in 

Instagram such vocabularies and pronunciation. This 

means, that the students have good perception about the 

use of Instagram especially for enhancing listening skills. 

 

3. The Benefits and Drawbacks of Using Instagram as 

Media to Enhance Students’ listening skills. 

a. The benefits of using Instagram as media to 

enhance students’ listening skill. 

The students is interested with Instagram as 

their listening media because besides of its 

simplicity, Instagram can be used out of learning 

activity in school, and provides several interesting 

features or contents that can freely access by the 

users. The teacher also stated that Instagram is a 

beneficial application especially when using it as 

listening learning media. This means, that Instagram 

is quite beneficial as listening learning media regard 

to the students and teachers feedback. 
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b. The drawbacks of using Instagram as media to 

enhance students’ listening skills. 

  The main drawback of the Instagram is 

the global content. The students and the teacher have 

stated the same issue which is the content is global so 

the users need to filter the contents. In addition, 

pronunciation and subtitles issues also stated by the 

students because most of English content are from 

native speaker which the accents or speed when they 

talk is fast makes some students hard to understand. 

 

B. Suggestion 

The suggestion is presented based on the research 

finding in chapter four, considering the teacher, students, and 

researcher. 

1./    For English Teacher 

The researcher suggests the teacher to always 

trying developing the teaching methods by 

collaborating tools around us. Collaborating 

technology such as social media is one of the best 

ways to create new and futuristic teaching and learning 

environment because remembering that technology is 

always develop. Creating new method in teaching and 

learning there’s need a several requirements which 

includes the students and teachers roles, so always 

paying attention to students behavior such as stay 

control the students activity is a must in learning 

environment especially when using social media. The 

teacher can using several listening comprehension and 

event, then collaborate it with the most suitable social 

media such as Youtube, Facebook, Whatsapp, and 

others especially Instagram. Creating interesting and 

suitable material by take a scope and observe the 

students interest or behavior also one of strategy 

especially in using social media especially Instagram. 

Being well-prepared is an indicator as educator to 

provide best teaching and learning environment. 
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2./   For the Students 

The students must carefully when learning 

through social media, remembering that social media 

is global, the students must being wise when using it. 

Always practicing beside theory, create a good 

environment in social media such interact more with 

something related with English, paying attention to 

teacher instruction are a great behavior and never 

forget using other resources such as learning books 

beside using social media especially Instagram. 

Manage the time using is also important because 

spending too much time using social media by using 

smartphone or other devices will affect your healthy 

especially for eyes. The student can trying to create 

they own learning style when using social media as 

long as it’s suitable and not caused bad effect. 

3./   For the Researcher 

This research is still a flaw, so there’s still need 

a further research or study that related with this topic 

in order to creating a perfect result, hopefully there 

will be another study more deeply next research. 


